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$700 1 TIM MYERS 2632
$550 2 LONNIE SHARKEY 2601
$440 3 DREW RceERTSON It: 2571
$390 4 TOM ANOERSON 2526
$340 5 HUGH MILLER 2506
$300 6 STEVE FORCE 2480
$28. 7 SCOTT SCHIMMING 2429
$260 8 WALT LUNDGREN 2424
$2.fO 9 MIKE KEL.LY 2422
$230 10 MIKE KARCH 2421
122. 11 RON MARTINSON 2381
$210 12 BOB PoRlER 2373
12Q. 13 -ERRY LEDBETTER 2365
$190 14 STAN LORIMOR 2347
$180 15 TRENT ZABEL.L.E 2342
$170 16 STEVE MICHAUS Z YN 2222
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TIM MYERS COLLECTS TENTH CAREER N.W.S.T. TITLE IN OLYMPIA

For the first time since 2004, the Northwest Senior Tour returned to Westside Lanes in 
Olympia, Washington, for the final singles event before Mayʼs season-ending Tour 
Championship. The Westside Open drew a strong field of 53 bowlers, who proceeded to  
post a record-setting scoring pace through the six games of qualifying.

Oregonʼs Stan Lorimor fired the first of the tournamentʼs two perfect games in round 
one. The St. Helens right-hander followed with games of 259 and 279 for a sizzling 838 
series to take the third-round lead. Washingtonʼs Lonnie Sharkey trailed in second 
place, charging out of the starting gate with games of 279 and 269 en route to a 797 
total. 

Milwaukieʼs Tim Myers posted the second 300 game of qualifying in round two, 
generating a third-place total of 795. Westsideʼs own Drew Robertson used a score of 
290 in game three to secure fourth place with 784 in total pins. Washington left-hander 
Tom Anderson rounded out the top five with pinfall of 764.

Five bowlers broke 1000 in total pinfall at the end of round four, led by Stan Lorimorʼs 
near-record 1077 series and per game average of 269. Lorimorʼs total was only 40 pins 
shy of the 4-game qualifying record, set by Jerry Ledbetter in November of 1998.  Tim 
Myers posted a 279 game for an equally impressive 268 average, trailing Lorimor by 
only 3 pins. 

Drew Robertson improved to third with a 1051 total- good for a 262 per game pace. 
Lonnie Sharkey and Tom Anderson remained in the top five, Sharkey with a 1031 total 
and Anderson with 1001 in total pins. Oregon right-hander Walt Lundgren topped all 
super senior/super senior-plus competitors, sitting in sixth place with a per game 
average of 247 on total pins of 991.

Round five ended with Tim Myers taking over the tournament lead with a 1301 total for a 
sizzling 260 per game average. Bremertonʼs Lonnie Sharkey fired a game of 269 to 
move up to second, trailing Myers by a single pin. Drew Robertson continued his hold 
on third place with a 1267 total and per game average of 253. 

Leader Stan Lorimor struggled through a 179 game to fall to fourth place with 1256 in 
total pins. Portlandʼs Trent Zabelle posted the roundʼs high game of 272 to rocket from 
fourteenth to fifth with a 1225 total and 245 per game average.

N.W.S.T. titleholders rounded out the remaining spots in the top ten. Tom Anderson and 
Hugh Miller secured sixth and seventh place with total pinfall of 1224 and 1219. Walt 
Lundgren led all super senior-plus bowlers with 1215 in total pins. His 243 per game 
average placed the Oregon right-hander in eighth, one pin ahead of super senior Jerry 



Ledbetter. A game of 249 allowed Wsahingtonʼs Bob Porter to climb from thirteenth to 
tenth with total pinfall of 1208.

Despite shooting a game of 233, Beavertonʼs Ron Martinson dropped from seventh to 
eleventh place with a 1205 total. Washington right-handers controlled the remaining five 
qualifying positions. Steve Michaliszyn, Mike Karch, and Steve Schimming settled in 
twelfth through fourteenth on the leader board with totals of 1202, 1196, and 1192, 
respectively. Super seniors Mike Kelly and Steve Force held the last two spots to the 
match-play finals with total pinfall of 1190 and 1188. P.B.A. champion Matt Surina sat in 
seventeenth place, just 22 pins outside the cutline number.

The names in the top sixteen remained the same after the final round of qualifying. 
Lonnie Sharkey claimed the number one seed in dominating fashion, firing a 279 to 
open up a 53 pin lead over second-place Tim Myers. The 1579 total and 263 per game 
average posted by Sharkey was the highest 6-game qualifying score in nearly seven 
seasons of N.W.S.T. competition.

Stan Lorimor rebounded from his game-five slump to shoot 232 and claim the third seed  
with an 1492 total and a per game average of 248. Drew Robertson trailed in fourth with 
1485 in total pins. Walt Lundgren led all bowlers in the 60+ crowd, firing a 257 to move 
into the top five with total pinfall of 1472- good for an impressive 245 per game pace.

Only 9 pins separated the next five places in the standings. Puyallup super senior Jerry 
Ledbetter averaged 242 to secure sixth place with a 1452 total, followed by Steve 
Michaliszyn and Trent Zabelle in seventh and eighth place with 1449 and 1446 in total 
pins. Mike Karch and Ron Martinson rounded out the top ten with 240 per game 
averages on pinfall of 1443 and 1437.

The six remaining berths to match play were earned by Washington bowlers. P.B.A. 
champion Hugh Miller locked up eleventh place with a 1437 total. Steve Force and Mike 
Kelly tied for twelfth with 1435 in total pins. Scott Schimming was another pin behind in 
fourteenth place, while Tom Anderson secured fifteenth at 1432 in total pins.

Bob Porter captured the last qualifying spot with a 236 average on total pinfall of 1420. 
The overall average of 243 per game set a N.W.S.T. record for a field of sixteen 
qualifiers, beating by a pin the previous record set back in 1998 at Washingtonʼs Shore 
Bowl.

Milwaukieʼs Johnny More finished with a 1395 total to earn the seventeenth-place 
check. Matt Surina cashed as the high super senior out-of-the-money. The Auburn right-
hander averaged 229 per game to settle in twentieth place with a total of 1378. 
Olympiaʼs Roy Rice averaged 212 with a 1276 total to cash as the high super senior-
plus bowler outside the finals.

The tournament scoring pace remained red-hot throughout all four games of match play. 
Tim Myers took advantage of a 245-245 tie between leader Lonnie Sharkey and Bob 



Porter. The Oregon right-hander started with the first ten strikes en route to a 286-258 
victory over Tom Anderson, regaining the top spot in the standings by a mere 2 pins 
over Sharkey. Olympiaʼs Drew Robertson moved into third place with a 278-246 win 
over Seattleʼs Mike Kelly.

Reigning Player of the Year Mike Karch edged fellow all-star Trent Zabelle in another 
high-scoring match, 280-259. The win propelled Karch from ninth to fourth, but a distant 
90 pins behind the leader. Stan Lorimor remained in the top five but fell two places, 
despite a 229-212 victory over Tacomaʼs Scott Schimming.

The round-two showdown between Tim Myers and Lonnie Sharkey was anti-climactic. 
Sharkey started the game with a string of eight strikes, while Myers could only keep
pace through the first three frames. Sharkeyʼs overwhelming 278-218 victory moved him  
into first place once again. Myers dropped back to third, trailing the leader by 89 pins.

The round-two drama unfolded in the duel between Drew Robertson and Mike Karch. 
Robertson jumped to an 11 pin lead through the first four frames, but Karch stormed 
back with a six-bagger to stake himself to an 18 pin lead through the eighth. With Karch 
failing to strike in the final two frames, Robertson calmly rolled two tenth-frame strikes 
for a closing three-bagger and a 237-234 victory. 

Robertson moved into second place with the win, trailing Sharkey by 88 pins. Despite 
his loss, Karch held onto fourth place. Another down-to-the-wire shootout saw Mike 
Kelly rocket into the top five from his twelfth-place position, closing with strikes in frames 
6-12 to nip Tom Anderson, 267-258.

Round three results winnowed the field to a three-man battle for the tournament title. 
With the chance to build an insurmountable lead, Bremertonʼs Lonnie Sharkey stumbled 
into two opens in his first four frames against fellow left-hander Drew Robertson. A 
three-bagger in frames 3-5 and a game-ending string of five strikes earned Robertson a 
243-227 win.

Tim Myers rebounded from his second-round loss to overpower Mike Karch, 267-228, 
erasing most of his deficit to Sharkey in the process. The win moved Myers into second 
place, 19 pins behind the leader and 23 pins ahead of the third-place Robertson.

In other third-round contests, Tom Anderson and Hugh Miller waged a frame-by-frame 
slugfest that went down to the final shot of the match. Trailing by 9 pins after four 
frames, Anderson ended his game with eight strikes in a row. As a result, Miller needed 
to add the first two strikes in the tenth to his five-bagger already posted in frames 5-9. 

Millerʼs first shot was flush, but a flat 7-pin on his next ball left Tom Anderson with the 
260-258 victory. The win propelled Anderson from eighth to fourth in the standings. 
Miller moved into the top five despite his loss, a mere 3 pins ahead of Mike Karch.



Washingtonʼs Steve Force climbed to seventh to lead all super seniors, edging Mike 
Kelly, 212-202. Walt Lundgren was the top super senior-plus competitor, improving to 
eighth with a 247-202 victory over fellow Oregonian Stan Lorimor.

The final round of match play unfolded with Bonney Lakeʼs Tom Anderson ending Drew 
Robertsonʼs title chances, striking in five of his first six frames, then closing with a five-
bagger to post a 258-238 victory. Robertson held onto third place despite the loss, while 
Anderson secured a fourth-place finish.

That meant the tournament spotlight focused solely on the championship match 
between Lonnie Sharkey and Tim Myers, a rematch of their round-two contest. Sharkey 
took a 2 pin lead through the first half of the match as Myers left three consecutive 10-
pins in frames 4-6.

With both bowlers working on seventh-frame strikes, Sharkeyʼs momentum was stymied 
by a solid 7-pin in his half of the eighth. Myers took full advantage, extending his string 
of strikes through the ninth frame, then shut out Sharkey with a tenth-frame punchout. 
With his 246-226 victory, Tim Myers captured the Westside Open by a 31 pin margin 
over Lonnie Sharkey. The tournament victory was Myers tenth career N.W.S.T. title.

Mercer Islandʼs Hugh Miller retained fifth place, firing strikes in eight of his first nine 
frames to coast to a 256-204 win over Edgewoodʼs Mike Karch. With the loss, Karch 
plummeted all the way to tenth. Steve Force finished as the top super senior with his 
237-218 defeat of Walt Lundgren. The Bremerton right-hander improved to sixth place 
with the victory, while Lundgren remained in eighth.

Scott Schimming vaulted up the leader board to seventh place, posting a string of ten 
strikes in frames 3-12 to overpower Stan Lorimor, 280-214. With the loss, Lorimor 
settled for a fourteenth-place finish. Mike Kelly rallied late with a four-bagger in frames 
7-10 to down Bob Porter, 213-185. Kelly improved to ninth with the win, while Porterʼs 
loss dropped the Vancouver right-hander to twelfth.

Ron Martinson outlasted fellow Oregonian Trent Zabelle, 203-172, moving up to 
eleventh place. The loss dropped Zabelle to fifteenth in the standings. In the 
tournamentʼs final match, Jerry Ledbetter breezed past Steve Michaliszyn, 220-167. 
The win advanced Ledbetter to thirteenth place, while Michaliszyn remained in sixteenth 
with the loss.

The Northwest Senior Tour would like to thank proprietor Mike OʼMalley, Jr. and his 
entire staff at Westside Lanes for their hard work and hospitality. Great thanks to Mike 
Snelbaker and Hammer Bowling for the continued generosity in their sponsorship of 
N.W.S.T. events.

The next tournament is the Bi-Mart 90+ Swiss Doubles, scheduled for the weekend of 
April 19-20, at Emerald Lanes in Eugene, Oregon. Defending champions are 
Washington seniors Jeff Knapp and Mike Kelly. A reminder to N.W.S.T. members- only 



two events remain before the season-ending Tour Championship. Bowlers must have 
competed in at least five tournaments on the 2013-2014 schedule, prior to the Tour 
Championship, to be eligible.    

                               

  


